A bookcase, or bookshelf, is a piece of furniture with horizontal, shelves, often in a cabinet, used to store books or other printed materials. Bookcases are used in private homes, public and university libraries, offices and bookstores. Bookcases range from small, low models the height of a table to high models reaching up to ceiling height. Shelves may be fixed or adjustable to different positions in the case. In rooms entirely devoted to the storage of books, such as libraries, they may be Shop bookshelves & bookcases at Target. Find a wide variety of styles from ladder shelves, wood and metal bookcases, cube bookshelves & more! Free shipping on orders $35+. Seriously. Vertical bookshelves are a great way to really use that wall space by displaying your favorite books and special treasures. Console. A modern console bookshelf is the ultimate versatile piece. Our shelving units are made for all kind of items at home, from porcelain to that special novel. They come in so many different styles and sizes that we safely can say that you'll find what you're looking for. With these budget-friendly shelving units you can neatly organize your bottles, groceries and cookware to keep your vital kitchen supplies within easy reach. See all pantry. See all pantry. Shelving units for almost anywhere in your home. The wide choice of types, styles and sizes means you can find a shelving unit to organize most spaces in your home. See all shelving units. Skip listing. I have plans for cabinets to the left of the cased opening between the back entry and the studio, behind the desk, and then along the wallpapered wall. My plans are pretty nailed down for the desk wall and the cabinet to the left of the cased opening. But the wallpapered wall is the one that I’m not quite sure about. My original idea was to build bookcase-style open shelves, with solid sides and backs that would be painted the same color as the cabinets. That original idea would look something like this on the mail wall, with painted walls on either side. Source: Photo by Nystrom Design & Sear